In this paper we use concepts from the lattice-based theory of morphological operators and fuzzy sets to develop generalized lattice image operators that can be expressed as nonlinear convolutions that are suprema or infima of fuzzy intersection or union norms. Our emphasis (and differences with previous works) is the construction of pairs of fuzzy dilation and erosion operators that form lattice adjunctions. This guarantees that their composition will be a valid algebraic opening or closing. The power but also the difficulty in applying these fuzzy operators to image analysis is the large variety of fuzzy norms and the absence of systematic ways in selecting them. Towards this goal, we have performed extensive experiments in applying these fuzzy operators to various nonlinear filtering and image analysis tasks, attempting first to understand the effect that the type of fuzzy norm and the shape-size of structuring function have on the resulting new image operators. Further, we have developed some new fuzzy edge gradients and optimized their usage for edge detection on test problems via a parametric fuzzy norm.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematical morphology (MM) and fuzzy sets share many common theoretical concepts. As an earlier example, the use of midmax to extend the intersectionlunion of ordinary (crisp) sets to fuzzy sets [12] has also been used to extend the set-theoretic morphological shrinWexpand operations on binary images to midmax filtering on graylevel images [9, 31. While the field of morphological image analysis was maturing, several researchers developed various other approaches in using fuzzy logic ideas for extending or generalizing the morphological image operations [l 1, 11. The main ingredients of these approaches have been to (1) map the max-plus structure of signal dilation to a sup-T signal convolution, where T is some fuzzy intersection norm, and (2) use duality to map the inf-plus structure of signal erosion to a inf-T' convolution, where T' is a dual fuzzy union norm. The main disadvantage of these approaches is that composition of the operators from steps ( I ) and (2) Meanwhile MM was extended using lattice theory [lo, 41 to more general operators that shared with the standard dilation, erosion, opening and closing only a few algebraic properties. One such fundamental algebraic structure is a pair of erosioddilation operators that form an adjunction. This guarantees the formation of openings and closings.
In a previous work [7, 81 some of us used lattice theory to develop generalizations of morphological signalhector operations for based on fuzzy norms. These operations were used in fuzzy dynamical systems to represent the mapping between input and ouput signals (via nonlinear fuzzy-based convolutions) and the mapping between state vectors (via generalized fuzzy-based products of matrices and vectors) as a generalized dilation or erosion acting on signal or vector lattices. In this paper we continue this work and apply our general theoretical results from [7j to developing useful nonlinear image operators for image analysis. (A work similar to our theoretical analysis appeared recently in [2].) First, we discuss the theoretical development of the new operators. Then, we present our results from extensive experiments in applying these fuzzy operators to various nonlinear filtering and detection tasks applied to soilsection images. The emhasis in our experimental work is to understand the effect that the algebraic type of fuzzy norm and the shape and size of the structuring function have on the resulting new image operators. Finally, we present some new fuzzy edge gradients and show how to optimize a parametric fuzzy norm used in a 1D edge detection problem.
LATTICE OPERATORS USING FUZZY NORMS
A poset L is any set equipped with a partial ordering 5. The supremum (v) and infimum (A) of any subset of L is its lowest upper bound and greatest lower bound, respectively, induced by the partial order; both are unique if they exist. The algebra ( L , V, A) is called a complete lattice if the supremum and infimum of any (finite or infinite) collection of its elements exists. An operator $ on a complete lattice L is called: increasing if it preserves the
An operator & (6) on a complete semilattice is called an erosion (dilation) if it distributes over the infimum (supremum) of any collection of lattice elements:
An operator is called an opening (closing) if it is increasing, antiextensive (extensive) and idempotent. An 6 ) is adjunction, and vice-versa. Given an adjunction ( E , li), it can be shown [4j that: (i) 6 is a dilation and E is an erosion. (ii) 6 E is an opening, and E 6 is a closing.
In this paper, the signal space is the collection L = VE of all 
F4. b 5 c ==+ T ( a , b) 5 T ( a , c) (increasing).
For the Tnorm to be a scalar dilation (with respect to any argument) on V, it must also satisfy:
A fuzzy union norm [6j is a binary operation U : [ By defining in (1) the scalar dilations 6z,y via a fuzzy Tnorm If we define an alternative erosion operator by
I where U ( a , F ) ; i.e., this second erosion E' is the dual of the first dilation 6. Further, the adjoint dilation 6' of E' is an operator that is dual of the first erosion E. Previous works used
pairs (E', 6) or ( E , 6') which are duality pairs but not adjunctions and hence cannot form openings/closings via compositions.
EXPERIMENTS AND EDGE GRADIENTS
In this section we present some experimental results illustrating the differences between the classical morphological operators and the generalized operators based on fuzzy Tnorms, emphasizing the advantages of the parametric Tnorms. Further, we present some new edge gradients based on fuzzy operators and focus on the problem of optimally designing these fuzzy operators.
The first part of the experiments (Rows 1,2) deals with 1D
images. We apply several fuzzy lattice operators based on Tnorms and we compare the outcomes with the morphological operators. Rows 1 and 2 of Fig. 1 show the outputs of dilation, erosion, opening and closing operators, first for the morphological type using a 51-pixel flat structuring element and second for the fuzzy type of the spectrum of Tnorms, whereas for p -+ CO it coincides with the minimum Tnorm which is the other extreme of the spectrum.
In general, we have observed that, the fuzzy operators are more adaptive and track closer the peakslvalleys of the signal than the corresponding flat morphological operators of the same scale. The second part of the experiments (Rows 3,4) deals with 2D images. For all fuzzy operators used in Rows 3.4 we used the Yager Tnorm with parameter p = 10 and a conical structuring function H . In Row 3, Fig. l(i) shows an original soilsection image and its dilation and erosion first of the morphological type in Figs.l(j,k) and then of the fuzzy type in Figs. l(1,m) . In both cases the structuring element had a 7 x 7-pixel support, being flat in the morphological case and conical in the fuzzy case. Figure I(q) shows a different type of edge gradient:
where 6, and E, are the same fuzzy dilation and erosion as in In general, having a parameter in the Tnorm offers flexibility for the fuzzy operator that use it. By tuning this parameter we can find the optimum solution depending on the type of application, such as edge detection in the presence of noise or other feature detection in images with low contrast. The scale (support size) and the shape of the structuring function are also important factors, which can influence the behavior of the fuzzy operators. For a 1D edge detection test problem (see Row 5 of Fig. I ), we have explored the efficacy of the fuzzy gradients by varying two parameters, the parameter p of the Yagcr Tnorm and the parameter s, which is the scale of the parabolic structuring function (8) used. Figure I(t) shows the difference-based fuzzy gradient ( p = 10, s = 5) of the 1D test signal in Fig l(q) . By varying p and s, on can optimize the edge detection performance as measured by the peak height of the fuzzy derivative. Thus, the 3D graph in Fig. l(u) shows the peak heights of the difference-based fuzzy gradient of the 1D test Clearly, for each value of p there is an optimum value of s; e.g., for p = 6 the optimum was s = 10. There are many optimal solution pairs ( p , s ) , and this illustrates the advantages of having a parametric Tnorm. Finally, Fig. l(v) shows the min-based fuzzy gradient (11) of the ID test signal: clearly, this yields a sharper peak.
Concluding, the power but also the difficulty in applying the lattice-based fuzzy operators to image analysis is the huge variety of fuzzy norms and the absence of some practical experience or systematic ways in selecting them. In our on-going work we are investigating rigorous methods to design these new operators for various nonlinear filtering and image analysis tasks, such as edge and peaWvalley detection, by optimizing the parametric fuzzy norms and structuring functions used. In parallel, by experimenting with the type of fuzzy norm and the shape-size of the structuring function, it is possible to adapt the new fuzzy operators so that their performance has many promising aspects compared with the standard morphological operators. Finally, by combining lattice-based MM and fuzzy set theory, we can create new operators, like the fuzzy edge gradients, that extend and improve the capabilities of the standard morphological operators.
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